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Questions for class discussion, writing,
and research
1) The scientists in this book practice 14 different scientific disciplines (types of science). Which of the 14 scientific disciplines is most 		
interesting to you? Why?
2) Some scientists work in laboratories. Some work in offices. Some work “in the field.” Working in the field does not usually mean working in
		 an actual field. It just means working outside of an office or laboratory. Working “in the field” could mean working in a desert, on a boat,
		 in the Amazon rainforest, in Antarctica, near a volcano, or in the International Space Station!
If you were a scientist working in the field, where would you want to work? What kind of scientist might work there? What questions might
you be trying to answer?

3) There are many more branches of science than the 14 disciplines practiced by the scientists in this book. Twelve other types of scientists 		
are listed below:

Seismologist

Physicist

Cytologist

Petrologist

Microbiologist

Agronomist

Geologist

Vulcanologist

Geneticist

Chemist

Arachnologist

Marine biologist

Choose one of the types of scientists listed above to research. What does this type of scientist study? Could you ever imagine being this 		
type of scientist? Why or why not?

4) One type of scientist that has been in the news a lot since February of 2020 is an epidemiologist. Epidemiologists study how diseases 		
spread and what causes outbreaks of disease. Both the government and private citizens have had lots of questions for epidemiologists 		
about COVID-19. If you could talk to an epidemiologist about COVID-19 or about other infectious diseases, what questions would you 		
want to ask?
5) One debate in the world of science is whether animals should be used as test subjects. A lot of valuable breakthroughs have resulted 		
from research using animals, including the development of important medicines. On the other hand, animals’ lives are also valuable, and it 		
is important not to cause animals pain or suffering. What do you think? Is animal research okay in your opinion? If so, what rules do you 		
think there should be related to animal research?
6) Even though scientists study many different things, from volcanoes to mushrooms, most scientists use the scientific method.
First, a scientist makes observations and thinks of a question they want to answer, called a research question. For example, a mycologist
(a scientist who studies mushrooms) might ask whether mushrooms grow better in the dark or the light.
Second, the scientist makes an educated guess about the answer to their question. This is called making a hypothesis.
Third, the scientist collects data (or results). This could mean counting how many mushrooms grow in a tray kept in the dark for
20 hours/day and how many mushrooms grow in a tray kept in the light for 20 hours/day.
Fourth, the scientist analyzes the data. This could mean making a chart or graph to compare the data they have collected.
Fifth, the scientist makes a conclusion. The scientist will determine whether the results of their experiment support their hypothesis or 		
not. For example, the scientist may conclude that mushrooms grow better when they are kept mostly in the dark.
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After all this, the scientist thinks about the next step! What new questions might the scientist want to answer next? For example, maybe 		
the scientist now wants to know whether 23 hours in the dark works better than 20 hours for growing mushrooms. Or maybe the scientist 		
now wants to know whether mushrooms grow better with dry air or moist air. Or maybe the scientist wants to know if the results are the 		
same for a different type of mushroom. There are endless questions that can be asked, and scientists are very curious!
Think of a research question that YOU would be interested in answering. For example, “Can people tell the difference between Breyers 		
vanilla ice cream and Edy’s vanilla ice cream?” or “Which brand of tennis balls bounces highest?” or “Do radish seeds or pumpkin seeds 		
germinate faster?”

Make a hypothesis >>> Collect data >>> Analyze your data >>> Make a conclusion >>>
Think about what questions you might want to answer next!

You are a Scientist!
7) Imagine you are an adult scientist who could travel anywhere and who had access to lots of money (called “research funding”) for your 		
experiments. What are some research questions you might want to answer? What types of experiments would you set up to answer them?
8) Some scientists are also inventors, like Tara Astigarraga. Tara has invented many new kinds of computer programs. If you were an inventor, 		
what might you want to invent? Write about the invention you would like to make, or draw a picture.

9) Scientists who work in laboratories use many types of lab equipment. Some are listed below:

Pipette

Test tube

Graduated cylinder

Beaker

Petri dish

Triple beam balance

Magnetic stirrer

Glass slide

Bunsen burner

Pick one of these, and look up how it is used. What type of scientist do you think might use this kind of equipment?

10) Below is a list of some important scientists from the past. Just like the scientists in the book, these scientists came from many different 		
backgrounds and worked in many different disciplines. Choose one of these scientists to research, or choose a different scientist you 		
are interested in learning more about. What scientific discipline did the scientist you chose work in? What is something important that 		
your scientist learned, invented, or discovered? What obstacles did the scientist need to overcome?

Marie Curie

Chien Shiung-Wu

Fazlur Rahman Khan

George Washington Carver

Grace Hopper

Roseli Ocampo-Friedmann

Nancy Grace Roman

Katherine Johnson

Mario Molina

Edgardo Dizon Gomez
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